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SWS FRINGES AND MODELSDo Kester1, Douwe Beintema1, Dieter Lutz21Spae Researh Organization of the Netherlands, Postbus 800, NL-9700 AV Groningen, the Netherlands2Max Plank Institut für Extraterrestrishe Physik, Giessenbahstrasse 1, D-85748 Garhing, GermanyABSTRACTFringes are present in all grating bands of the SWS instru-ment. Here we desribe how they our and what an bedone about them. Some tentative onlusions are drawnfor future missions.Key words: ISO, SWS, Data Analysis, Fringes1. IntrodutionAll SWS bands show to some extent fringes. Fringes origi-nate on parallel plane surfaes in the light path whih atas Fabry-Pérot etalons. Plane parallel surfaes at a dis-tane of a few mm up to a few m are perfet to ause FPe�ets in the infra red wavelength range. It is not surpris-ing that they our in the SWS spetrometer at almost allwavelengths. It is assumed that etalons are formed inside�lters, on plane mirrors and, most onspiuously in band3, in the BIBIB detetors themselves. And of ourse inombinations of all of them, resulting in a sometimes wildfringe pattern. Every re�eting surfae whih is added tothe light path an add N-1 extra fringe omponents disre-garding all the overtone options.Most of the observed fringe pattern disappears in thealibration proess where the observation is divided by asimilarly fringed relative spetral response funtion (RSRF).Still some residual fringing remains in the alibrated spe-trum. Its exat pattern is presumably determined by theexat loation of the soure in the slit. When shifting fromone spot (well) within the slit to another, it is observedthat the fringe pattern does not shift as a whole, but dif-ferent omponents of the fringe pattern shift by di�er-ent amounts. The result is a ompletely hanged fringepattern whih annot be mathed by one single RSRF.Another ause of extra fringing is found in the ombina-tion of the size of the observed objet and the speed atwhih its spetrum is sanned. This ombination deter-mines the smoothing in the spetrum. Ideally the RSRFshould math exatly the smoothness of the observation.Whih is almost never the ase. The RSRF was observedat full spetral resolution during ground tests using a blakbody temperature soure whih �lled the slit ompletely.

So for AOT2 and 6, and for slow AOT1s we have an RSRFwhere the fringes are not sharp enough and for fast AOT1sthe RSRF is not smooth enough. In the pipeline proess-ing we try to remedy this by smoothing or peaking up theRSRF aording to the speed of the observation. The threereasons mentioned above (loation, speed and extent) anause a residual fringe pattern in some AOT-bands of upto 10%. 2. ModelingOne of the �rst e�orts to model the fringes was to applyrigorous optial theory (Haser, 1996). For a simple etalonwe an write the intensity I asI = T 2(1�R)2 [1 + 4R(1�R)2 sin2(2�DK + ')℄�1 (1)Here T is the transmission of the etalon surfaes, R is there�etivity of the surfaes, D is the e�etive thikness ofthe etalon, K is the wavenumber and ' is the phase shiftat re�etion. This setup ould laim some suesses forsimple fringe patterns in the unalibrated data, not yet`orreted' by division of the RSRF. But the full blownSWS fringe patterns with dozens of omponents whihmoreover were partly orreted by the RSRF, turned outto be muh too ompliated.After division by the RSRF we an assume that theresidual fringes are small in amplitude. With this assump-tion and after subtration of a smoothed bakground in-tensity, we an approximate equation 1 and obtain a muhsimpler one.I = � os(4�DK + ') (2)The onstant � is a rather omplex ombination of T andR. In a fringe pattern all the omponents are ating inde-pendently so we an simply add a number of these fringestogether.I = NXn=1�n os(4�DnK + 'n) (3)Eah fringe omponent is haraterized by 3 parameters:the e�etive distane D, the amplitude � and the phase'. Equivalently we an rewrite this in a omputationallymore handy form.I = NXn=1An os(4�DnK) +Bn sin(4�DnK) (4)Proeedings of the Conferene �The Calibration Legay of the ISO Mission�, VILSPA, Spain, February 2001 (ESA SP-481)



2where A and B are onstants. The e�etive distane D isalso referred to as the `yle' of the fringe.3. RemovalFringes are removed by �rst modeling them and then di-viding out the model fringe pattern. The modeling is doneper AOT band, de�ned by aperture, order and detetorband as eah AOT band follows a di�erent light paththrough the instrument. The fringes are modeled on datawhere the smooth bakground has been removed. Deter-mining the smooth bakground is somewhat of an art; itis one of the reasons that fringe removal annot be donein a ompletely automated fashion within the pipeline.Due to their linear appearane in expression 4, theonstants A and B an be alulated quite easily, providedthat D is known. So the problem is down to �nding D and�nding out how many fringe omponents, N , there are.When N omponents have been found, �nding a pos-sible next omponent Dn entails a linear searh for theminimum in�2 =X(yk � IN �An os(4�DnK)�Bn sin(4�DnK))2where yk is the fringed data with their smooth bakgroundsubtrated. We alulate �2 for all values of D within therange where the fringe yles are known to our, see se-tion 4. At the minimum i.e. for the best hoie of Dnwe want to determine whether this newly found fringeomponent is a valid one. We alulate the evidene forthis model inluding the new omponent. The evidenemeasures the odds between two models by ombining thelikelihood, i.e. the goodness of the �t, with the so-alledOam fator. This Oam fator penalizes overly om-plex but well �tting models. For details see eg. (MaKay,1992) or (Sivia, 1996). If the evidene for this model islarger than for the previous one, without the omponent,then we keep the omponent and start searhing for an-other one. When the evidene is less for this model thanfor the previous one, we rejet the omponent and stop theproedure. The same proedure an be used to onludethat there are no fringes at all in some bands.Within SIA and OSIA1 the ideas expounded here areimplemented in the program fringes. It an handle bothSPDs and AARs �atually it will do RSRFs too� and itwill remove (residual) fringes in a ompletely automatedway. Within ISAP2 these ideas are partially implementedin the program aarfringe.1 The Observers SWS Interative Analysis (OSIA) pakagean be downloaded from http://sws.ster.kuleuven.a.be. It isa pakage for SWS (post-AAR) proessing using IDL v5.3.2 The ISO Spetral Analysis Pakage (ISAP) an be down-loaded from http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ISO/isosd.html.

band D range of D RSRF Residual AOTmm mm % % NR1A 4.20 4.1-4.3 - 8 6,21B 4.30 4.2-4.4 - 3 6,21D 4.45 4.3-4.5 2 5 6,21E 4.58 4.4-4.6 - 1 6,22A 4.43 4.4-4.6 1 2 6,20.89 0.8-0.9 0.5 -2.39 2.3-2.4 0.3 -2B 4.50 4.4-4.7 2 1 6,20.89 0.8-0.9 0.6 -2C 5.86 5.6-6.1 4 4 all0.89 0.8-0.9 2 -3A 3.37+3.25 3.2-3.4 25 5 all5.26+5.72 5.0-6.0 10 53C 3.25+3.38 3.2-3.4 17 4 all3D 3.25 3.2-3.4 17 2 all3E 3.28 3.2-3.4 19 2 all4 13.25 13.2-13.3 0.2 - -4A 5.27+5.73 5.0-6.0 10 3 all4C 6.67 6.5-6.8 1 - all4D - - - - -Table 1. Main fringe omponents per AOT band. The seondolumn gives the e�etive thikness for the main omponents.Sometimes there is more than one omponent. These are listedseparately when the omponents are quite distint. Column 4and 5 list the ompound amplitude in perent, of the fringeomponents in resp. the RSRF and of the residual fringes insome observations on point soures. The last olumn list theAOT numbers where these residual fringes might be found.4. RSRFAs the residual fringes in a spetrum are aused by var-ious kinds of mismathes of the RSRF, the yles of thefringe omponents an only be the ones whih are alreadyin the RSRF, or rather whih should have been in theRSRF. Partiularly in band 1 we observe in AOT6s i.e infull resolution mode, on some point soures high frequenyfringes that are not seen in the RSRF. These fringes haveonly 4 sanner steps on one omplete yle. The full il-lumination of the slit while measuring the RSRF in thelaboratory washed out all this fringing.So with some preaution we an use the RSRF to �ndwhih yles are present in the di�erent AOTbands. In ta-ble 1 we list per AOT band where the main fringe ompo-nents are and what their ompound amplitude is in per-ent. In some bands there are hardly any fringes in theRSRF to be found. To hek whether there are no fringesat all, we also looked at AOT6 or AOT1 speed 4 observa-tions of point soures to �nd the residual fringes in there.Comparing the amplitude of the fringes in the RSRFwith residual amplitudes in AOT 6 observations (on � Lyr)we see that in band 1 there are learly fringes laking inthe RSRF. All fringes in band 1 are very narrow. They anonly be seen in point soures at the full resolution. In band



32 we see di�erent sets of fringes, from very low frequeny(e�etive thikness of 0.9) to rather high frequeny. Thelow frequeny stu� has ompletely disappeared after divi-sion by the RSRF. So we do not see it in the AOT 6. Thehigh frequeny stu� is still present in the residuals withthe same amplitude as it had in the RSRF. Obviously, di-vision by the RSRF has improved the situation, but it hasnot eliminated all.For band 3 and 4 we ompare the RSRF fringes withthe residuals in an AOT 1 speed 4 observation (of K3-50).In band 3 division by the RSRF redues the amount offringing from some 20 % to a few preent. It is presentin all AOTs. For that reason fringes were for a long timeregarded mainly as a problem in band 3. One set of fringeswith a thikness of about 3.3 mm is present in all AOT-bands related to the Si:As detetors. This set is deemedto be aused by the BIBIB detetors themselves. Anotherset at 5.26 mm present in band 3A is also seen in the`o�-band' 4A. It may be ause by a resonane in the Rest-strahlen �lter in aperture 1. All in all the fringe system inAOT band 3A is by far the most ompliated one. Evenwhen looking at residual fringes we an easily detet morethan a dozen.In the o�ial band 4 we an detet in the RSRF somehigh frequeny fringes at a very small amplitude. As faras we know they have never been reported in real observa-tions. High noise in the observations probably masks thesefringes. 5. ExamplesIn this setion we give 3 examples of defringing, one onan RSRF, one on an AAR, and one on an SPD; eahin a di�erent AOT band. In all ases we used the OSIAprogram fringes in its automati mode to defringe.As a �rst example we present the fringes in the RSRFof band 2A, for one detetor only in �gure 1. The fringesare small in amplitude and 3 distint sets of fringes arefound (see also �gure 2 and table 1). Most of the `noise' inthe RSRF an atually be modeled as fringes. We oulddetermine 22 omponents, ranging from an amplitude of0.7 % down to less than 0.1 %.We present another view on the same data set, theRSRF of band 2A, in �gure 2. Here the various fringeomponents are displayed and also the amount of noiseredution their removal might impose.The seond example is an AOT6 observation of � Lyrpresented in �gure 3. Here we used an (unrebinned) AAR.In band 1A we �nd 12 fringe omponents whih are notpresent in the RSRF. Nonetheless they are undeniablypresent. In amplitude they range from 3 % down to 0.1 %.We ombined all detetor data in band 1A. These fringesare so narrow that they an only be found at full resolu-tion in good quality data. Note that the green, defringed

Figure 1. In the upper panel we see the original RSRF in blakand the smooth bakground in red. The di�erene between thesetwo is plotted in the lower panel in blak. To this data the fringeomponents are �tted; 22 omponents were found. This fringepattern is plotted in blue. In the upper panel again in greenand shifted somewhat for larity, is the RSRF with the fringepattern subtrated.

Figure 2. The amplitude of fringe omponents in the RSRF ofband 2A plotted against e�etive thikness. In the lower panelthe amplitude of the 22 fringe omponents is displayed as afuntion of separation between the re�eting surfaes. In theupper panel is the situation before any fringe removal. Blakand blue display the amplitudes of the osines and sines asthey are found for the various values of the thikness. In red isthe value of �2.
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Figure 3. This �gure is similar in layout to �gure 1. The onlyextra feature is the (saled) RSRF in blue-green. It is displayedfor omparison. Atually none of the fringes present in the ob-servation an be found in the RSRF.

Figure 4. In this �gure the layout is similar to the on in �gure3. Note how similar in the details the extrated residual fringepattern is to that of the RSRF.spetrum in �gure 3 seems noisier than it atually is be-ause we did not do any �at�elding; all detetors are stillat a slightly di�erent level as an also be gleaned from thesmoothed bakgrounds, displayed in red.For our third example of the removal of residual fringeswe took an AOT1 speed 4 observation of K3-50. The star� Lyr has not enough �ux at the longer wavelengths, sowe hose an HII-region. We had the SPD of K3-50 �ux al-ibrated. In this proess the observed fringes should havebeen removed by division by the RSRF. Still we see someremaining fringes, partiularly in band 3. Here we present

in �gure 4 band 3A fringes, the most omplex fringe pat-tern present in SWS data. As in �gure 3 we took all de-tetors together to improve the fringe signal for detetion.It turns out that the residual fringes of all detetors showmostly the same behaviour. 19 Fringe omponents ouldbe deteted in this partiular soure, ranging in amplitudefrom 4.1 % down to 0.3 %. Not only do all detetors showthe same residual fringe behaviour, also the detailed or-respondene between the RSRF and the residual fringepattern is very onspiuous, and reassuring. It inreasesthe on�dene that the defringing removed RSRF fringesonly and that it is not eating into true observed �ux. Thesame last remark as in the � Lyr ase, holds here too. Thegreen defringed spetrum seems noisier in �gure 4 than itreally is due to the lak of �at�elding.6. Conlusions.The onlusions are given here in the form of `lessonslearned'.� Fringes are everywhere. SWS-like instruments for de-tetion of infrared or submm spetra are of just theright size to make them e�etive fringe detetors. Ev-ery two plane parallel surfaes a few mm apart giverise to a nie set of fringes. During the design speialattention should be given to atively preventing fringese.g. by using wedged �lters.� The RSRF should be measured in the laboratory usinga point soure simulator.� Fringes an be deteted automatially down to 0.1 %of the amplitude in good quality data.REFERENCESHaser, L. �Fringe Modeling in ISO SWS Band 3�, TehnialNote. MaxPlank Institut fuer Extraterrestrishe Physik,Garhing. 3 De 1996.MaKay, D. �Bayesian Interpolation�, in Maximum Entropyand Bayesian Methods, Eds: C. Smith et al. pp. 39-66.Kluwer, Dordreht. 1992.Sivia, D.S. �Data Analysis, A Bayesian Tutorial.�, Oxford Uni-versity Press, 1996.


